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WIENER'S CRITERION FOR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS
WITH VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

NICOLA GAROFALO AND ERMANNO LANCONELLI

Dedicated to Bruno Pini

ABSTRACT. In a bounded set in Rn+1 we study the problem of the regu-

larity of boundary points for the Dirichlet problem for a parabolic operator

with smooth coefficients. We give a geometric characterization, modelled on

Wiener's criterion for Laplace's equation, of those boundary points that are

regular. We also present some important consequences. Here is the main one:

a point is regular for a variable coefficient operator if and only if it is regular

for the constant coefficient operator obtained by freezing the coefficients at

that point.

1. Introduction and statement of the results. A basic issue in potential

theory is the convergence of the solution of the Dirichlet problem to the prescribed

boundary value. The primary motivation of this paper is to investigate such a

question for parabolic operators with smooth coefficients. As a result, given a

bounded open subset D C R"+ x, we obtain a geometric characterization of those

points (xo, to) E dD which are regular for the Dirichlet problem.

In R"+1 we consider the second order equation

(1.1) Lu = div(A(z, t)Vu) - Dtu = 0,

where A(x,t) = (aij(x,t)), i,j = 1, ...,n, is a real, symmetric, matrix-valued

function on R"+1 with C°° entries. We assume that there exists v E (0,1] such

that for every £ e Rn and every (x, t) E Rn+1,

n

(i.2) v\e< £ <n,-(M)fc& < i^KI2-
i,j=l

As the results in this paper are of a local nature we also make the nonrestrictive

assumption that there exists a compact set Fo C Rn+1, containing the origin, such

that for i,j = l,...,n

(1.3) dij(x,t) = Sij    for (x,t) E Rn+1\F0.

A bounded open set U C Rn+1 is said to be L-regular if for any tp E C(dU) there

exists a (unique) H% E C°°(U)nC(U) such that LH% = 0 in U, and for which for

every {x0,t0) E dU

lim       H"(x,t) = tp(x0,t0).
(x,t)->(x0,to)

{x,t)€U
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A function w: D —► R is said L-superparabolic in D if: (i) —oo < w < +00,

w < +00 in a dense subset of D; (ii) w is lower semicontinuous (l.s.c); (iii) for

every L-regular subset U C U C D, and every tp € C(dU), if w\gu > £>, then

w > H" in «7.

A function w: D —> R is said to be L-subparabolic in D if — w is L-superparabolic.

We say that w is L-parabolic if u> is both L-super and L-subparabolic.

For an arbitrary bounded open subset D C Rn+1, and an arbitrary tp e C(dD),

a generalized solution, tt, of the Dirichlet problem

,     , f Lu = 0    in D,
(1-4) ,

I  U\dD = <P,

is provided by the Perron-Wiener-Brelot-Bauer method as

(1.5) u = inf{u; | w is L-superparabolic in D and liminf w > tp on 3D}.

Classical potential theory assures that u E C°°(D) and that Lu — 0 in the classical

sense. However, it is not true in general that u attains continuously the boundary

value tp. A point (xo, h) E dD is said to be L-regular if

(1.6) lim       u(x,t) = tp(x0,t0)
(x,t)—>(i0,to)

for any tp E C(dD), where u is defined as in (1.5). In order to state our results

we need to introduce a few more definitions. We let T(x,t;y,s) denote the funda-

mental solution of L in (1.1). By virtue of the assumptions made on the matrix

of the coefficients, T(x,t;y,s) is a C°° function for (x,t) ^ (y,s). We denote by

M+(Rn+1) the set of all nonnegative Radon measures on R™+1. If F C R"+1 is

closed we let M+(F) = {p E M+(Rn+1)| suppp C F}. For p E M+(R"+1) the

function

(1.7) Tli(x,t)= f        T(x,t;y,s)dp(y,s)

is called the L-potential of p. For a closed set F C Rn+1 the L-capacity of F is

defined as

(1.8) capL(F)=sup{p(R"+1)|peM+(F), rM<lonRn+1}.

Finally, given (x0, t0) E R"+1 and a k E N we define for A E (0,1)

(1.9)
A(x0,t0;Xk) = {(x,t) E Rn+1|(47rAfc+1r"/2 > T(x0,t0; x,t) > (4rrAfc)-"/2}

U{(x0,<o)}.

A(xo,to',Xk) is the "annular" region between the two level sets {T(xo,to;x,t) =

(47rAfc+1)-n/2} and {T(x0,t0;x,t) = (47rAfc)-n/2} of the fundamental solution I\

One of the main results in this paper is the following

THEOREM 1.1. Given a bounded open subset D C Rn+1, a point (xo, to) E dD

is L-regular iff for every A E (0,1)

00

(1.10) J2 x~kn'2 c&Pl(dc n A(xo, to; Afc)) = +00,

k=l

where Dc = Rn+1\D.
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We remark explicitly that the behavior of the series in (1.10) does not depend on

A €(0,1).

In order to state the next theorem we consider another second order operator in
Rn+1,

(1.11) M = div(B(x,t)V)-Dt.

B(x, t) = (bij(x, t)), i,j = 1,..., n, is a real, symmetric, matrix-valued function on

Rn+1 with C°° entries, for which there exists a p E (0,1] such that

n

(i.i2) m2< £M^)^<p-W
i,j=l

for every £ E R™ and every (x,t) E Rn+1.

The second main result in this paper is the following

THEOREM 1.2. Let L and M be two parabolic operators as in (1.1) and (1.11),

for which (1.2) and (1.12) hold respectively. Let D be a bounded open subset of

R"+1, and let (xo,to) E dD be such that

(1.13) A(xo,to) = B(x0,to).

Then (xo,to) is L-regular iff it is M-regular.

As a consequence of Theorem 1.2 we obtain

COROLLARY 1.1. Let L be as in (1.1) and let D be a bounded open subset of

Rn+1. Then (xo,to) E dD is L-regular iff (xo,to) is Lo-regular, where Lo is the

constant coefficient operator

(1.14) L0 = div(A(xo,<o)V)-Dt,

obtained from L by freezing the coefficients at (xo,to).

The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will be given in §4 of this paper. §§2 and

3 are devoted to establishing several results which constitute the building blocks

of §4. Before describing the plan of the paper we give a brief discussion of the

historical background.

Theorem 1.1 is modelled on Wiener's well-known criterion for the regularity of

a boundary point for Laplace's operator. In 1924 Wiener [W] proved that: given

a bounded domain fi C R", a point xq E dfi is A-regular iff for every A > 1

oo

(1.15) £ A* capA(fic n{xE Rn| Afc+1 > G(x0 - x) > Xk}) = +oo.

k=i

In (1.15) capA() denotes the Newtonian capacity, fic = R"\fi, and G(x0 - x)

the fundamental solution of A with pole at x = xq- In 1982 Evans and Gariepy

succeeded in extending Wiener's criterion to the heat operator H — A — Dt in

R"+1. They proved (see [EG])

THEOREM (EVANS AND GARIEPY). Let D be a bounded open subset o/R"+1.

A point (xq, t0) E dD is H-regular iff for every A E (0,1)

oo

(1.16) £ A"fcn/2 cap„(Dc n A(x0, t0; A*)) = +oo.

fc=i
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In (1.16) capH(-) denotes the heat-capacity defined as in (1.8) using the Gauss-

Weierstrass kernel

K(x,t;y,s) = K(x-y;t- s)

(1.17) \ (4n(t-s))-n/2e^^J±Zjiy        t>8j

[o, t<s,

whereas A(xo,to;Xk) is defined as in (1.9), using K instead of T. One should

mention that the "only if" part of the previous theorem had already been proved

by one of the authors in [Ll]. Theorem 1.1 above extends Evans and Gariepy's

result to parabolic operators with smooth variable coefficients.

The difficulties one encounters in passing from elliptic to parabolic equations

account for the time-lag between Wiener's and Evans and Gariepy's results. These

difficulties are due to the evolutive nature of the operator H, a fact which is reflected

in the form of the fundamental solution K in (1.17). The ingenious strategy in [EG]

is based on two main ingredients:

(1) Representation formulas for solutions of Hu = 0 as averages on the level sets

of the fundamental solution K; (2) A strong form of the Harnack inequality control-

ling a positive solution of Hu = 0 in suitable regions exterior to the parabolic ones

in which the usual Harnack inequality holds. Our proof of Theorem 1.1 follows the

general lines of Evans and Gariepy's proof for the constant coefficients case. How-

ever, most of the proofs in [EG] relied on the explicit knowledge of the fundamental

solution K in (1.17) of the heat operator. For an operator with variable coefficients

the fundamental solution is not known explicitly, a fact which introduces a new

order of difficulty in the problem. The ad hoc tool to overcome this difficulty is

provided by the following asymptotic estimate for the proof of which we refer to

[GL]. For related results we refer the reader to [BGM] and [K].

THEOREM 1.3. Let K be a sufficiently small compact neighborhood of the origin
in Rn. For x,y E K, x ^ y, let T(x,y,t) = T(x,t;y,0) denote the fundamental

solution of L in (1.1) with pole at (y,0). Then as t —► 0+ we have the asymptotic

expansion,

(1.18) T(x,y,t) ~ (47rr.)-n/2exp (-^y' t]\ f] ttUj(x,y,t),

where, for every t > 0, d(x, y, t) denotes the distance from x to y in the Riemannian

metric on K, ds2 = gij(t) dx^dij, gij(t)(x) = (atJ(x, t)), if(a%:>(x, t)) = A~l(x, t).

The function ttrj in the expansion (1.18) can be chosen such that uo(x,x,0) = 1.

By (1.18) we mean that there exist a suitably small T > 0 and a sequence (t^)jGN,

with u2 E C°°(K x K x [0,T]), such that for every k E N U {0} we can find

wk: K x K x (0, T) -* R such that

(1.19) T(x,y, t) - (47rt)-"/2 exp ff^llA\ £ tiu.(x,„, t) = Wfc(Xi„, t)
^ ' 3=0

with

(1.20) wk(x,y,t)=o(tk-n/2exV(-6lx~tt\  \\      as t ^ 0+,
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uniformly for x,y E K. In (1.20) 6 > 0 is a number depending on v in (1.2) and n.

An expansion similar to (1.18) holds for the derivatives ofT.

Theorem 1.3 plays a crucial role in this paper. With it in hand we have been

able to prove a strong form of Harnack's inequality which provides quantitative

information on a positive solution, tt, of (1.1) in regions exterior to those in which

the usual Harnack inequality holds. In order to state this result we introduce some

notation. For zq = (xo, to), z = (x, t) E Rn+1 and r > 0 we set

(1.21) *r(z0) = {* e R"+1| r(*>; z) = Orr)-"/2} U |>0},

(1.22) Qr(z0) = {z ERn+1\T(z0;z) > (4nr)-n/2}.

We call tyr(zo) and Qr(zo) respectively the parabolic sphere and the parabolic ball

of radius r and center at 2rj-

(1.23) *;(*„) = {zE R"+1| T(z; z0) = (47rr)-"/2} U {z0},

and

(1.24) n*r(z0) = {z ERn+1\T(z;z0) > (ivr)-"'2},

are called respectively the adjoint parabolic sphere, and the adjoint parabolic ball

with radius r and center at zo- In the sequel, see §2 below, ai, n, a, ny will be

numbers fixed throughout the discussion which solely depend on the eigenvalue v

in (1.2) and on the compact Fo in (1.3). For t < 0 and r > 0 we set

(1.25) R}(t) =2naty(-t)ln(-rny/t),

(1.26) Qr = {zEQr\t> -nr/2},

where in (1.26) fir = fir(0,0). One should keep in mind that a and n have been

chosen in such a way that fi^,- C Q<2r, for every r > 0, and moreover —nr <

inf{*| (x,t) E Vlrrr} (see §2). Therefore, if we let

(1-27) IT = {z E Rn+1| |x|2 < Rr(-vr), t = -nr},

the two sets Ir and Qar are detached and there is a time-lag between them. Since

for p < r fip C fir, this is true also for IT and £l'3/4)ar. We can now state the

following

Theorem 1.4 (Strong Harnack inequality). There exist r0 > 0 and a

A > 0 such that ifu > 0 is a solution of Lu = 0 in Q2r, with u E C(dQ2r\{(0,0)}),
then

(1.28) +  tt(x, — nr) dx < A    inf    u
Jir n(3/4)„r

for every r < ro- A in (1-28) does not depend on u.

In (1.28) fj denotes the n-dimensional average on Ir. We remark that Theorem

1.4 cannot be obtained just from the usual Harnack inequality since the set fi(3/4)CTr

includes a region which is exterior to any paraboloid {t = — <5r|x|2} with vertex at

(0,0) and opening in the negative time-direction. Theorem 1.4 extends to our

setting Lemma 3.2 in [EG]. The main tool in the proof of (1.28) is the construction

of a suitable subsolution of L which vanishes on the level set ^!ar of the fundamental
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solution T. We accomplish this by choosing a suitable concave function %p: R —► R

and setting

(1.29) v(x, t) = V(ln[(47rcrr)"/2r(0,0; x, t)})

(see §2 below). The core of the proof of Theorem 1.4 is to show that Lv > 0 in

that part of the parabolic ball Qar which lies outside a paraboloid. To prove this

we must use the full strength of Theorem 1.3.

§3 is dedicated to establish some mean-value formulas for solutions oi Lu = f

on the sets *r and fir introduced in (1.21), (1.22). In what follows we indicate by

the letters z, zq, c the points in Rn+1, (x,t), (xo,to), (£,r) respectively. We will

prove the following

THEOREM 1.5.   LetuEC°°(Rn+1) and let z0 €Rn+1. For a.e. r > 0 we have

(1.30) - /        u(c)A(c)(V,T(z0; ?)) • N^c) dHn(c)
J*r(z0)

= u(z0) + f        Lu(z)[T(z0; z) - (47rr)-"/2] dz.

For every r > 0 we have

(1.31) Or)""/2/        u{z)A(z)(VxT(z0'z)).VxT(zo;z)dz

jQr(z0) T'(z0;z)

= u(z0) + V"/2 f r/2 /        Lu(z)[T(z0; z) - (M)-"/2} dz^.
L Jo        Jnt(z0) l

In (1.30) N£ denotes the spatial component of the outer normal N = (N^,NT) to

the surface ^r(zo).

Theorem 1.5 generalizes mean-value formulas for solutions of Lu = 0 found by

E. Fabes and one of the authors in [FG]. In fact, if in (1.30), (1.31) u is a solution

of Lu = 0, Theorem 1.5 gives back Theorems 1 and 2 in [FG]. In particular, if

L — H, so that T = K (see (1.17)), and u is a solution of Hu = 0, we obtain from

(1.31)

(1.32) u(z0) = (47rr)-"/2 f        u(z)l*°~%dz.

Mean-value formulas for temperatures in Rn+1 (solutions of Hu — 0) have a long

history. Pini was the first one to prove and use a surface mean-value formula for

temperatures in R2 (see [Pl, P2, P3]). Subsequently, Fulks extended Pini's result

to temperatures in Rn+1 [Fu]. Finally, Watson proved (1.32) starting from Fulks

result [Wal]. Evans and Gariepy made the key observation that (1.32) could be

used to estimate from above the capacity of the "annular" regions A(xq, tQ; XK) in

(1.16). This is done through the following lemma and its corollary. In the sequel,

with K as in (1.17), we will denote fir = {z E Rn+1|^(-^) > (47rr)-"/2} (see

(1.22)).

LEMMA (SEE [EG]).   ForuEC°°(Rn+1) let

(1.33) $(r)=r-"/2 /   u(z)^-dz.
Jnr t
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Then

(1.34) *'(r) = |r-("+2>/2 j   Hu(z) W')-Ma\ dZf

where for t<0,Rr(t) = 2n(-t) ln(-r/t).

COROLLARY (SEE [EG]). Suppose that Hu > 0 in fi2r. Then there exists

Cn > 0 such that

(1.35) $(2r) - $(r) > Cnr-n/2 f     Hu(z)dz.

In [EG] (1.34) is proved by a direct computation similar to that which leads

to Rellich's identity for the Laplacian. This is possible because of the explicit

knowledge of the fundamental solution K of H. In our case this approach does not

work. However, if we set for zo E Rn+1 and r > 0

(i vn „(,i- u^-»/2 f ,_,A(z)(VxT(zo',z))-VxT(zo;z)
(1.36 ur(z0) = (47IT) / u(z)- -dz,

Jnr(z0) IJUo;2)

(1.31) in Theorem 1.5 provides an expression for ur(z0). Using it we prove

THEOREM 1.6. LetuE C°°(R"+1), z0 E Rn+1, and let ur(z0) be defined as

in (1.36). Then

(1.37) ^-ur(zo) = £ f -tM       /" Ln(z)ln[(47rr)"/2r(z0;^)]^.
*                2r \47rr/      ,/r)r(z0)

COROLLARY 1.2. For z0 e Rn+1 and a > 1 /et u £ C°°(fia2r(zo)), tw'tn

Lu > 0 m fiQ2r(zo)-  Then there exists a positive constant C — C(n,a) such that

(1.38) ua2r(z0) - uar(z0) > Cr~nl2 \ Lu(z) dz.
Jnr(z0)

REMARK. If in Theorem 1.6 L = H, so that T = K, we obtain

(1.39) ln[(Ar,rY>2K(zo - ,)] = Wo-t)2 - [x0 - x[2
i(t0 -1)

Therefore, (1.34) is a special case of (1.37).

Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.2 are the primary ingredients in the proof of Theo-

rem 1.1. However, there is still a piece of information missing. In the course of the

proof of the sufficiency of (1.10) it is crucial at one point to be able to deal with

regularization of equilibrium potentials, rather than with the potentials themselves.

Since usual mollification does not work in that context our idea has been to use the

averaging operator tt —► ttr, r > 0, where for z E Rn+1

(i.40)    *m-(*->w .(^"^'y'V^w
JnT(z) 1   (z,c)

The properties of this operator have been studied in [GL]. There it is proven that

tt —► uT is a smoothing operator provided that the dimension n is sufficiently high.

This fact, together with a device based on climbing up in the dimension allows us to

prove that every L-superparabolic function which is the L-potential of a compactly

supported measure, can be approximated by smooth functions of the same class,

see Lemma 4.1 below.

We now wish to discuss Theorem 1.2. We begin by recalling the following beau-

tiful result of Littman, Stampacchia and Weinberger.
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THEOREM (see [LSW]). Let Lo = div(A(x)V) be a uniformly elliptic operator

with bounded measurable coefficients in R", and let fi C R™ be a bounded open set.

Then a point xq E 3fi is Lo-regular iff xq is A-regular.

This result is based on the discovery that if To(x, y) is the fundamental solution

of Lo, then there exists a constant C > 0 such that for every i/j/

(L41) ■   ° 1-2 <ro(s,y)<i—^W
\x ~ y\ \x ~ y\

An estimate like (1.41) is impossible for a parabolic fundamental solution. In fact,

if we let Kai denote the fundamental solution of the operator a, A — Dt, ai > 0,

i = 1,2, then

(1,2)   f^ = (-)"'\xp(_(±_±)M!),    ,6 *.,,>„.
Ka2(x,t) \OtyJ V      \al        "2/     It   )

This fact has a geometrical counterpart which is enlightened by the following ex-

ample due to Petrovskii (see [Pe]). For £ < 0 let p(t) = 4\t\ | ln |t| |, and let fi be the

region in R2 which lies below the curve x2 = 4p(t) and above the line {t = —1}.

Then the point (0,0) E dfi is regular for H2 = 2Dxx — Dt, but it is not regular

for H = Dxx — Df We remark that if K and K2 are the fundamental solutions

of H and H2 respectively, then K(x - y;t — s) < \[2K2(x — y;t — s) for every

(x, t), (y, s) E R2 with (x, t) ^ (y, s). Moreover, as in [L3] one can prove

THEOREM 1.7. Let L and M be two operators as in Theorem 1.2. If for a

given (x0,t0) E Rn+1

(1-43) A(x0,t0) ^ B(x0,to),

then there exists a bounded domain D C R"+1 for which (xo,to) is a point of dD

L-regular but not M-regular (or vice versa).

In light of the above discussion we might say that Theorem 1.2 constitutes the

appropriate substitute for parabolic equations of Liftman, Stampacchia and Wein-

berger's result.

The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on the next theorem and on Theorem 1.3.

THEOREM 1.8. Let L and M be two operators as in Theorem 1.2, and let Tl

and Tm denote their respective fundamental solutions. Let D be a bounded open

subset of Rn+l and suppose that for a certain (xo,to) E dD there exist a B > 0

and r > 0 such that for every (x,t) for which TL(xo,to;x,t) > (47rr)~n/2, we have

(1.44) TL(x0,t0;x,t) < BTM(x0,t0;x,t).

Then (xo,to) ?s M-regular if it is L-regular.

In proving Theorem 1.8 Wiener's criterion (Theorem 1.1 above) plays a funda-

mental role. We emphasize the fact that the estimate (1.44) is required to hold

only in an L-parabolic ball with the "center" fixed at (xo,to).

To close this section we mention that there are in the literature several condi-

tions for regularity which differ from that expressed in Theorem 1.1. For the heat

equation Landis [La] has given a necessary and sufficient condition for regularity
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which is not, however, properly geometric. A sufficient condition similar to Lan-

dis' one has been given by Nohruzov [N] for operators with bounded measurable

variable coefficients. Still for this kind of operators, using Wiener type series for

constant coefficient operators, some sufficient conditions for regularity have been

proved in [Ll]. Finally, we recall the papers of Gariepy and Ziemer [GZ], and of

Ziemer [Z], for quasi-linear operators.

2. A strong Harnack inequality. The aim of this section is to generalize to

our setting a strong form of Harnack's inequality, Theorem 1.4 above, first proved

by Evans and Gariepy for nonnegative solutions of the heat operator H = A — Dt

in R"+1 (see [EG, Lemma 3.2]). Such a generalization is hard to come by due

to the lack of an explicit knowledge of the fundamental solution, T, for operators

with variable coefficients. However, Theorem 1.3 above serves to make up for this

lack. The proof of Theorem 1.4 relies on a rather striking result, Lemma 2.1 below,

whose proof occupies the biggest part of this section. In order to illustrate the

idea behind it we consider the case in which the operator L in (1.1) reduces to the

heat operator H. Let then K(x,t) = (47r<)-™/2 exp(-|x|2/4i) be the fundamental

solution of H with pole at (0,0). If we set E(x, t) = ln K(x, t), we have for t > 0

(2.1) 7xE(x,t) = -^,        DtE(x,t) = ^-^.

Using (2.1) it is immediate to see that given any © > 1 the inequality

(2.2) [VxE(x,t)\2<SDtE(x,t)

holds iff t < 6\x\2 with 6 = 6(6) = (6 - l)/2n9, i.e., iff (x,t) lies outside a

paraboloid with vertex at (0,0) and aperture depending on O. This fact was first

observed by Evans and Gariepy who used it in the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [EG].

Lemma 2.1 below states that if T(x, t; 0,0) is the fundamental solution of L in (1.1)

with pole at (0,0), and again we set E(x,t) = lnT(x,t;0,0), then (2.2) has an

intrinsic analogue. By this we mean that if for 8 and r positive we define

Wlr = {(x,t) E R"+1|r(x,<;0,0) > (l/47rr)"/2, t < 6r\x\2},

then for every 8 > 1 there exists a 8 > 0 depending on 6 such that for r sufficiently

small

(2.3) \VMtE(x,t)\2t < 6DtE(x,t)    for (x,t) E JV;>r.

In (2.3) we have denoted by Vm, the intrinsic gradient in the metric g,j(t) dxi®dxj,

9ij(t) — o,lf(t) (see Theorem 1.3), and with | • |( the intrinsic length of a vector in the

same metric. (2.3), which is merely (2.13) below reformulated in intrinsic notation,

plays a crucial role in the proof of the strong Harnack inequality, Theorem 1.4.

Before stating Lemma 2.1 we recall an estimate and introduce some notation.

In [A] it was proved that there exist positive constants ay, a2, Cy, C2, depending

only on v in (1.2), such that for every (x, t), (y, s) E Rn+1

(2.4) CyKai(x-y;t-s) <T(x,t;y,s) < C2Ka2(x - y;t - s).

In (2.4) Ka<, i = 1,2, denotes the fundamental solution of the operator e^A - Dt.

For i = 1,2 and C% as in (2.4) we set for r > 0

(2.5) fi; = n*(0) = {z E Rn+l\Ka,(-z) > (7-1(47rr)-"/2},
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and also #* = dUr. (2.4) implies

(2.6) fi,1 c fir C fi2,

fir = fir(0) being the parabolic ball defined in (1.22). The heat spheres ^\,i= 1,2,

are

(2.7) |x|2 = Rl(t) = 2na%t ln(-C~2/nalr-1t)

for -Ci'na~1r < t < 0. The functions Rr(t) vanish at t = 0 and at t —

-Ci'na~lr. We set n, = —C^aJ1, i — 1,2. Next we choose and fix a a > 0

such that a < 2r)yr)21, and we let n — (n2a + 2r)y)/2, so that n2a < n < 2j/i. We

note explicitly that with this choice

(2.8) inf{i|(x, t) E fiCTr} > -an2r > -nr,

since by (2.6) fiCTr C fi2r and the lowest time level of fi2r is —an2r. For r > 0 we

set

(2.9) Qr = {(x,t) EVlT\t> -nr/2}.

In what follows we will use the set Q2r. This is the parabolic ball fi2r with the

part below the hyperplane {t — —nr} removed. Because of (2.8) for every r > 0 we

have fio-r C Q2r-

We remark that the functions i?*, i = 1,2, in (2.6) attain their maximum at

tt = -C2y/nafrle-lr, i = 1,2, where i^max = Rr(U) = 2ne-1Cf/nr, i = 1,2.

Therefore, the set fir is contained in the parabolic cylinder

(2.10) Cr = {(x,t) E R"+1| |x|2 < 2ne-1C2/"r, -C^a^r <t<0}.

For 6 and r > 0 we define

(2.11) Ps,r = {(x, t) E R"+111 < -<5r|x|2}.

The set Ps,r is the interior of the paraboloid {t = —6r[x[2} with vertex at (0,0)

and opening in the negative time direction. Finally, we introduce the open set

(2.12) Ws,r = nar\Ps,r-

In the proof of Lemma 2.1 below we will find it convenient to work with the operator

(1.1), rather than its adjoint L*. For this reason we define for any of the sets fiCTr,

Qr, Cr, Ps,T, Ws,r introduced above a corresponding starred one, fi*r, Q*, C*, PgT,

W£T. The starred set is the image of the original one under the time-reflection

(x,t) -» (x,-t). Thus, e.g., P;r = {(x,t)ERn+1[t > 6r\x\2}.

LEMMA 2.1. There exist ro > 0, and for every & > 1 a 8 = 6(6) > 0 such that

ifT = T(z;0) is the fundamental solution of L in (1.1) with pole at (0,0), then

fo^■2^                           AVJ^V^T        Dtr    .
(2-13) -^-< 6—    m W6>r,

for all r < r0.

PROOF. It is based on Theorem 1.3. We begin be remarking that (2.13) can be

rewritten in the intrinsic notation of Theorem 1.3 as

(2.14) |vMtr|2 = (vM,r,vMlr)t<©r.Ar  inw;>r.
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For t > 0 fixed we have denoted by Mt the manifold (Kro,gij(t)), where Kro =

{x E Rn[ |x|2 < 2ne_1C2 r0} (see (2.10)), and ro will be fixed, conveniently small,

later. At this point we fix a k E N large enough in Theorem 1.3 (fc > n/2 + 10 will

do!) so that we can write for z E Cro (see (2.10)),

' T(z;0) = lk(z) + wk(z),

(2.15) I DjT(z;0) = Djik(z) + wkJ(z),        j = l,...,n.

DtT(z;0) = Dtik(z)+u)k(z)-

In (2.15) we have set ik(z) = G(z;0) E*=o*itti(*)i where G(z;0) = G(x,0,t) =

(4irt)~nl2 exp(-d2(x, 0, t)/4t) is the generalized Gaussian and the u/s are the func-

tions appearing in (1.18). Moreover, Wk,Wk,3, j = l,...,n, and u>k are (n + 2)

functions in Cr such that

(2.16) Wk(z) = o(r0),    wk,j(z) = o(r0),    wk(z) = o(r0),

as ro —» 0.

If we set ufk = (wk,y,- ■ ■, Wk,n) we can rewrite the second equation in (2.15) as

(2.17) VMtT(z; 0) = VM(7fc(z) + A(t)v?k(z),

A(t) being the matrix (ai3(t)) = (glJ(t))~1. Henceforth, we will use the notation

| • |2 = (•,•)( for the square of the Riemannian length in Mt. We will also take the

freedom of switching, when needed, from Euclidean to intrinsic notation, and vice

versa. Finally, we set

fc

(2.18) %(*) = JVtly(«).
3=0

We can then write

(2-19) Vk(z)= («o + *IV_X      ="o + «Xfc,

where Xfc E C°°(CTo). We are now ready to prove (2.14).

Using (2.17), recalling that 7* = Gnk, we obtain for the left-hand side of (2.14)

(2.20) (vM(r,vW|r), = |vM(r|2 = \vMtlk?t+i(vMtlk,A(t)i2k)t+\A(t)wk\2t.

Now the fact that

(2.21) VMtG=-jGVMtd2,    VG = -jGVd2,
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and a computation give

(2.22)

lVM,r|2 = ^G24 - -tG2rik(VMtd,VMtrik)t

+ G2A(t)Vr)k ■ Vr,k + 2GA(t)Vr)k • «?*

- ~Grlk(^Mtd, A(t)utk)t + A(t)~wk ■ ufk

= tt2°   \u° + t  Xk + ^A(t)Vrik

8t 1 ,, .„      _, 4r    ,, ._     _» "
+ ^2 gA(i)Vnfc • w fc + ^2^2^^) w fc • w fc

[4< 4£ 1 +11
+d   ^VkDd(nk) --p-~;VkA(t)Vd-v)k   >■

In passing from the first to the second equality in (2.22) we have used the fact

that if / = f(d) depends only on the radial coordinate d, and g is a C1 function

on Mt, then (V'a/,/, VM,9)t = f'(d)Ddg, where Dd = d/dd. We recall now that

on firo T > (47rro)~"/2, hence T"1 < (47rr0)"/2. By the first equation in (2.15)

T = Grjk + Wk, where r)k(z) —* Uo = 1 and Wk(z) —* 0 as z E Cro and ro —► 0.

Therefore, G_1(^) = 0(rQ ) as 2 6 firo and ro —♦ 0. These considerations allow

us to write (2.22) as

(2.23) |VM(r|2 = ^G2{U2 + ^ + dfc},

where h(z) = O(l) and k(z) = 0(1), as z E W$tr and r0 —► 0.

We now look at the right-hand side of (2.14).  The first and third equation in

(2.15) and the identity

(2.24) DtG = (d2/4<2 - n/2t - Dtd2/4t)G

give

(2.25)

T • Dtr = 7fcDf-yfc + 7fcti)fc + Dt7fctSfc + wkwk

-0,(» + 5)[(£-5-5'W)»+*» + t]

= ^G!{«»(1 + ^)-?('' + »<2-^

4t ( nkwk  ,  wkDtnk  .  wkwkX[\
+ d~2 l>A?7fc + ^ + ^G~ + -^)\ | •

Considerations similar to those made before (2.23) lead us to rewrite (2.25) as

(2.26) t■ DtT = ^-g2 {ufo--^v + tx},
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where tp(z) -> 1, 9(z) = 0(1) and x(z) = 0(1), as z E fir and r0 -+ 0. At this

point, using (2.23) and (2.26) we can prove (2.14): it will be sufficient to show that

there exist r0 small enough and a 8 = 8(6) > 0 such that for every r E (0, ro]

(2.27) u% + th + dk < 6 (ufo - ~p* + tx]     in W£r.

(2.27) is equivalent to

(2.28) 6-t-V <(6tp-l)u20 + t(6x-h)-dk   inW^-
d*

Since (6<p(z) - l)uo(t) —► 8 — 1 as z E fir and r0 —► 0, it is clear that we can find

ro > 0 sufficiently small such that

(2.29) (6tp - T)ul + t(6x - h) - dk > (6 - l)/2    on fir

for every r E (0,ro]. Now let M = supfir \ip\. Using the fact that there exist two

positive constants a, /? such that for every x, y, t

(2.30) a\x-y\2<d2(x,y,t)<0\x-y[2,

it is clear that (2.28) will hold if we choose 8 > 0 in the definition (2.11) of Pg]t.

such that 6 = a(6 — 1)/26M, with a as in (2.30). This completes the proof of

Lemma 2.1.

We are now ready to give the

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4. We recall (see (1.26)) that Q2r is the set {(x,t) E

fl2r\t > —nr} (see the beginning of this section). Let then u > 0 be as in the

statement of Theorem 1.4. By homogeneity we may (and do) assume that

(2.31) J-  u(x,-nr)dx = 1,

where Ir is defined in (1.27). To prove (1.28) we must then show that there exists

a A > 0 such that

(2.32) inf    u>A_1.
^(3/4)<rr

We now fix ro > 0 and a 8 > 0 such that (2.13) in Lemma 2.1 holds corresponding

to the choice 7 = 4/3. Estimating tt from below in that part of fi(3/4)<rr which

lies in P$<r (see (2.11)) is an easy matter. Because of (2.32) and the time-lag (2.8),

Harnack's inequality assures the existence of a constant e > 0, independent of r,

such that for r < ro

(2.33) inf{u(z)|z E fiCTr n P6,r} > e.

The difficult part of the proof is to estimate u in that part of fi(3/4)crr which lies

outside Ps^, i.e., in the set Wg<r defined in (2.12). But we have already done

the hard work in proving Lemma 2.1. At this point we follow an idea in [EG]:

we construct a positive function v that vanishes on the parabolic sphere ^ar and

is bounded from above along UaT fl dPs<r- Lemma 2.1 will then prove that the

constructed v is a subsolution. As in [EG] we take

(2.34) *(s) = arctan(s + 16) - arctan(16),
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so that for s E R+

,2 35) f *(0) =0, 0 < *(S) < tt/2,

1 '    ' \ *'(«)> 0,        0< -*"(»)< ftf'(s).

Now we set

(2.36) v(«) = #(ln[(47ro-r)"/2r(0; 2)]),

where T(0; 2) is the fundamental solution of L* = div(A(z)Vx) + Dt with pole at

0 = (0,0) € Rn+1. By (1.21) it is obvious that

(2.37) v(z)=0   for every 2€tr\{(0,0)}.

Also by (2.35)

(2.38) v(z)<n/2    for z E fiffr n dPs<r.

At this point we

Claim. Lv(z) > 0 for z E WgtT.

Let us assume for a moment the claim is true. Then by (2.33), (2.37), (2.38), the

fact that tt > 0 in $ffr\{(0,0)}, and the maximum principle we would infer that

(2.39) tt > ct;    in Ws,r,

with c = 2e/-k, e as in (2.33). Since r(0;z) > (3^ar)~nl2 on nW4Wr\Ps,r, (2.39)

would finally give

(2.40) inf       u > c        inf       v > CV (ln (f )"/2) ,

which, together with (2.33), implies (2.32). Therefore, to complete the proof of the

theorem we only have to prove the claim. To this end we observe that proving the

claim is equivalent to proving that if we set

(2.41) w[z) = V(ln[(4<irar)n/2T(z; 0)[),

then

(2.42) L"w > 0    in W8\r-

Now a computation yields

*' av r ■ v r        D*r
(2.43) Vw = ^LT + (4V" - *')        p2 + 2*'^-

- (4*" - *')-XT2 + 2*'-^-,

where in the last equality we have used the fact that L(T(z;0)) — 0 for z ^ (0,0).

Because of (2.35) *' - 4*" < 3*'/2. Therefore (2.42) will be true if

(2-44) -—2- < - —    m W6r,

for all r sufficiently small. But this is (2.13) with 9 = 4/3, thus the claim follows

from Lemma 2.1.
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3. Mean value formulas for solutions oi Lu = f and their conse-

quences. In this section we will generalize to solutions of the inhomogeneous

equation Lu = f some weighted average formulas for solutions of Lu = 0 that

were found in [FG] (see Theorem 1.5 in §1). Then we will study the derivatives

of these averages as functions of the radius (see Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.2).

(1.38) above extends to our setting well-known mean value and sub- (super-)mean

value properties of harmonic and sub- (super-)harmonic functions. It is an immedi-

ate corollary of it that if Lu > 0, then its "average" (1.36) is an increasing function

of the radius. Corollary 1.1 generalizes to the case of operators with variable coef-

ficients part (c) of Lemma 3.1 in [EG]. It will play an important role in the proof

of the sufficiency of Wiener's criterion in §4.

In what follows L will denote the parabolic operator introduced in (1.1). We will

indicate the points (x,t), (xo,to), (£, r) in Rn+1 respectively with the letters z, z0,

c. T(zo, z) = T(xo, to; x, t) stands for the fundamental solution of L. As a function

of z, T(zo; z) is the fundamental solution of the backward operator

(3.1) L* = div(A(z)Vx) + Dt

with pole at z = zo- Sard's theorem and the fact that T(zo; ■) E C°°(Rn+1\{zo})

imply that for a.e. r > 0 the set *r(z0)\{zo} defined by (1.21) is a smooth regular n-

dimensional manifold in Rn+1. Moreover if fir(zo) is as in (1.22) <9fir(zo) = *r(zo).

It was proven in [FG] that: if tt is a (smooth) solution to Lu = 0 and if zo E Rn+1,

then

(i) for a.e. r > 0

t*o\ (   \      f < ,A(z)(VxT(z0;z))-VxT(zo;z) JLI , ,
(3.2) u(z0)= u(z) dHn(z);

Jyr(z0) |(V:Er(zo;z),DtI(zo;z))|

(ii) for every r > 0

(3.3) u(zo) = (4rrr)^2 / u^^)(V,rCg;z)) ■ V.r^z) ^
JOr{zo) 1       WZ)

In (3.2) and (3.3), • denotes the inner product in Rn, while in (3.3) |(Vxr,Dtr)|

denotes the Euclidean length in R"+1 of the (n + l)-dimensional vector (Vxr, Dtr),

and dHn the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Theorem 1.5 extends (3.2) and (3.3)

to solutions of the inhomogeneous equation Lu = /. Its proof is modelled on the

arguments in [FG] so that we will try to avoid repetitions as much as we can without

affecting readability. An important tool in [FG] was the so-called co-area formula

oi Federer (see [Fe, Theorem 3.2.12, p. 249]). This states that: if f E L1(Rn+1)
and gE Liyo(Rn+1), then

(3.4) /       f(z)[(Vxg,Dtg)\dz= f°° da I f     f(z)dHn(z)).
JR"+' J-oo \Jg=a /

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5. The proof of (1.30) imitates that given in [FG]

of the above-mentioned surface formula (3.2). We therefore omit the details and

refer the reader to that source. As for the proof of (1.31) we will only indicate how

Federer's formula (3.4) can be used to obtain (1.31) from (1.30). Setting I = r in
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(1.30), multiplying both sides by ln/2~l and integrating between 0 and r gives

(3.5) -/V2/ U(c)A(c)(V£r(z0;c)).7vV?)d/M?)T
Jo Jr = {4irl)-"/2 l

= -u(z0)r^2 + f r'2 j LW(z)[r(z0; z) - (47rr)""/2] dz~.
71 Jo Jr>(4nl)-"/2 l

In (3.5) with abuse of notation we have denoted by T — (4-Kl)~n^2 and T >

(47r/)-"/2, respectively, the sets \£j(zo) and fi|(z0). Now observe that (3.4) can

be rewritten

(3.6) f       f(z) dz= ^ da([ f{z)       dHn(z)) .
Jr»+i J-oo \Jg=a{"x9,Dt9)\ J

Using (3.6) in the left-hand side of (3.5), recalling that Ns = -V€r/|(V4r,Dtr)|,
yields

(3.7) r

- /V2 / n(c)A(c)(V€r(zo;c)).]v4(c)d/7„(f)^
Jo yr=(47r0-"/2 '

2  / j x n/2   -oo A(c)(V^r(zo;c)).V;r(z0;c)

"»W      L-        LaU{g)    |(V,r(zo;c),Ar(z0;c))|    dH^)da

= l(lX'2 j A(z)(VxT(zq;z))-VxT(zq;z) iz

n\4n)      Jr>(4nr)-»/iU * T2(z0;z)

Inserting (3.7) in (3.5) gives (1.31).

We now introduce the following weighted averages of a function u E C°°(Rn+1):

(3.8) Mz0) = M-/2 f        u{z)Mz)(^T(zo,z)).VxT(zo',z) ^
JnT(z0) I (zo;z)

where z0 E Rn+1 and r > 0. Using (3.8) we might rewrite (1.31) as

(3.9) Mz0) = «(*o) + Sr""/2 f in'2 I        Lu(z)[T(zo; z) - (4*l)-n/2] dz%.
1 Jo        Jni(zo) '

We are now ready to give the

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6. Differentiating (3.9) gives

(3.10)

-f Mz0) = - (?) Vn/2_1 [Tln/2 [        Lu(z)[T(z0;z) - (4tt/)-"/2] dzf
dr K2J Jo Jn<(z0) l

+ V1 / LU(z)[r(z0; z) - (47rr)-"/2] dz.
1      Jnr(z0)
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Now, by Tonelli's theorem

(3.11) f ln'2 f        Lu(z)[r(z0; z) - (4rrl)-^2} dz^j-
Jo        Jn,{z0) l

= f        Lu(z) f /n/2[r(z0; z) - (47T/)-"/2]-7 dz
Jnr(z0) y((47r)»/2r(Zo;«))-2/" '

= f        Lu(z)[T(zo;z)2n-Hnl2 - (47r)-"/2ln/]j=^)„/2r)_2/„ dz

= -rn/2 f        Lu(z)T(z0; z) dz - -(4Tr)~n/2 f        Lu(z) dz
n       Jnr(Zo) n Jnr(z0)

- -(47r)-"/2 / Lu(z) ln[(47rr)n/2r(z0; z)\ dz.
n Jnr(z0)

Inserting (3.11) in (3.10) and simplifying finally gives (1.37).

REMARK 3.1. The remarkable feature of equation (1.37) is that the kernel

ln[(47rr)n//2r(zo;z)] appearing in it is strictly positive. This is so since T(zo',z) >

(4-irr)~n/2 on fir(zo). As a consequence, the sign of the derivative (d/dr)ur(zo)

depends solely on the sign of Ltt. Hence, if Ltt > 0, i.e., if tt is a subsolution of L,

then (d/dr)ur(zo) > 0, a result which extends to our setting well-known properties

of subharmonic functions.

PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.2. We have by (1.37)

fa2r d
(3.12) ua2r(z0) -uar(zo) = /       —us(z0)ds

= ?(4tt)-"/2 /"* ' s-"/2 / Lu(z) ln[(47rs)"/2r(z0; z)] dz—
2 Jar Jo,{z0) s

> ?(47r)_n/2 f        Lu(z) ln[(47rxr)"/2r(z0; z)\ dz( f°" ' s~"/2— ) .
1 Jnr(z0) \Jar s J

Now (47rr)n/2r(z0; z) > 1 on fir(z0), hence (3.12) yields (1.38).

We wish to close this section observing explicitly that if A(z) = Identity, and

therefore L = H = A — Dt, the heat operator in Rn+1, then

r(z0; z) = [47t(*0 - t)]-n'2 exp(-|x0 - x|2/4(t0 - t)),

the Gauss-Weierstrass kernel in R"+1. In this case if zo = (0,0)

(3.13) ln[(4rrrT'2T(0, z)\ = \'\2-^H-t/r) ^

so that (1.37) becomes

m,., d nlA    .__/«  f        TT , . \\x[2 - 2ntln(-t/r)]   ,
(3.14) TUr(zo) = ^-(47rr)  n'2 /        Hu(z)   ^-,, dz-

dr lr Jnr(o) I ^

(3.14) is, up to constants, the formula found by Evans and Gariepy (see part (b)

of Lemma 3.1 in [EG]) by a direct computation, possible for them because of the

explicit knowledge of T.
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4. Wiener's criterion and its consequences. The main goal of this section

is to provide the proof of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.9. Before starting, however, we

need to recall some facts from potential theory. For a compact set F c R"+1 we

define for z 6 Rn+1

(4.1) vf(z) — inf{tt(z)|tt is L-superparabolic, u > 1 on F, tt > 0},

(4.2) V£(z) = ljmv%(c).

Vp is called the L-equilibrium potential of F. In what follows, when no confusion

will arise, we will simply denote Vp and Vp by vp and Vjr, respectively. In a

standard fashion (see, e.g., [Ll]), it can be proved that there exists a unique p E

M+(dF), called the L-equilibrium measure of F', such that

(4.3) TM(z)=W(z),        zeRn+1,

and

(4.4) p(R"+1)=capL(F).

Moreover

(4.5) 0 < V> < 1,    and    VF(z) = 1    for z E°F .

In the course of the proof of Theorem 1.1 below we will work only with bounded

L-superparabolic functions which are potentials TM of some p E M+(F), with F a

compact subset of Rn+1. From now on we will denote by P the class of all such

functions, i.e.,

(4.6) P = {u L-superparabolic |u E L°°(Rn+1), u = T^

for some p E M+(F), F C Rn+1 compact}.

The class P enjoys a remarkable approximation property, which is expressed by the

following

LEMMA 4.1. Let u = rM E P. Then there exists a sequence (tiy)j6N, with

Uj E PnC2(Rn+1) and Uj < Uj+y for every j E N, such that limJ_00tt:) = u.

Moreover, («y)3eN can be chosen such that

(4.7) suppp =  f 1  supp(Ltt^),

and that for every 8 > 0 there exists p E N for which Uj(z) = u(z) for every j > p

and any z such that dist(z,suppp) > 8.

We do not present here the rather long proof of Lemma 4.1, but refer to [GL]

for it. We only mention that the possibility of approximating any potential with a

smooth one ultimately relies on the regularizing properties of the parabolic averag-

ing operator introduced in (1.40).

Hereafter, we will adopt the notation of §2. We fix once and forever a bounded

open subset D c Rn+1 as in Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.8, and we will assume from

now on that the point zo = (xo,<o) E dD in those theorems coincides with the

origin. This is not restrictive.
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PROPOSITION 4.1. With CT defined by (2.10), z0 is L-regular for D iff there

exists r > 0 such that Vcr\o{zo) = 1- U zo is not L-regular we have

lim VCr\D(zo) =0.
i—>o+

PROOF. See, e.g., Lemma 1.3 in [Ll], Theorem 7.2 in [B] and Theorem 4.3.1 in

[Ba].

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let (Fk)k€N be a sequence of compact subsets of Rn+1,

and let F be another compact set such that F C Ufcli Fk. Then

oo

(4.8) Vr<Y^Vrm.
fc=i

PROOF. It follows by a step-by-step imitation of the argument in the proof of

Theorem 1.2 in [Ll].

In stating the next result we recall the definition (1.8) of L-capacity.

PROPOSITION 4.3. There exists a constant C, depending only on L, such that

for every compact F C R"+1

(4.9) Ccap„(F) < capL(F) < C~l cap„(F),

(4.10) GcapL.(F) < capL(F) < C^cap^F),

where

(4.11) L* =div(A(x,t)Vx) + Dt

is the adjoint of L.

PROOF. By (2.4) and (1.8) we obtain

(4.12) C?2 cap„a2 (F) < capL(F) < Cy cap^ (F).

The proof of (4.9) now follows directly by Proposition 2 in [L2]. The proof of (4.10)

follows by (4.9) and the fact that

(4.13) capH(F)=capH.(F),

where H* = A + Dt (see [W2]).

LEMMA 4.2. zo is L-regular for D iff for every r, c > 0 it is L-regular for the

open set Drc, where we have set

DT%C = Du{zE Cr\T(z0;z) < (47rc)-"/2}.

PROOF. We observe preliminarily that zo E dDT%c- Since Dr>c D D, it is clear

that zo is L-regular for D if it is L-regular for DT%C, for any r, c > 0. It is then

enough to show that if zo is L-irregular for Dr>c then it is L-irregular for D. Now

if zo is L-irregular for DrjC we have

(4-14) limVCp\Dr,c(zo)=0.
p—.0+

But for 0 < p < r

(4-15) Cp\Dc(Cp\Dr,c)UFPiC,
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where

FP,c = {zE Cp\T(z0, z) < (47tc)-"/2}.

Hence

(4-16) Vc,\D(;*o) < VCp\Dr,c(zo) + VFpJzo).

To prove that z0 is L-irregular for D by (4.16) and (4.14) it is then sufficient to

show that

(4-17) limVFpJzo)=0.

To this purpose we observe that if /j, is the equilibrium measure of FPtC^ we have

(4.18) VFpJz0)=f    r(z0;c)dp(c)<(47rc)-"/2p(F,,c)

= (47rc)-"/2capL(Fp,c) < (47rc)-"/2capL(C/)) < (47rc)-n/2Apn,

where A > 0 is a number which depends only on L. The last inequality is justified

by noting that cap^(AF) = Xn capH(F) for any compact set F, where AF =

{(Xx,X2t)/(x,t) E F}, and by (4.9). By (4.18) the proof is complete.

We are now ready to give the

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Necessity. This is the easy part of the proof. We

show that if for any A € (0,1)

oo

(4.19) J2 A"fc(n/2) capL(D(Afc)) < +oo,

fc=i

then zo is L-irregular for D. In (4.19) we have set

D(Xk) = Dcr)A{z0;Xk)

= DC<1 [{z E R"+1|(47rAfc+1)-"/2 > r(z0;z) > (47rAfc)-"/2} U {z0}[

(see (1.9)). By (4.19) there exists p E N such that

oo

(4.20) Yl *~h{n/2) capL(D(Xk)) < A"/2.

k=p

Now if c = Xp we have Cr\Dr c c U^=p D(Xk). Therefore, by (4.8) we obtain

(4.21)
OO OO

Vcr\DrJz0) < J2 VD{x«)(zo) < E capL(D(Afc))(47rAfc+1)-"/2 < (4tt)-"/2 < 1.
k=p k=p

By Proposition 4.1 we conclude that zo is L-irregular for Dr,c- By Proposition 4.1

it follows that Zo is L-irregular for D.

Sufficiency. We assume that (1.10) holds. In what follows we will proceed along

the lines of the proof of the sufficiency in [EG]. To begin with, since by (1.10) at least

one of the four series £~i X~^k+l^2 capL(D(A4fc+1)), t = 0,1,2,3, diverges, we

may assume that

oo

(4.22) J2 A"4fcn/2 capL(D(A4fc)) = +oo.

fc=i
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Since capL(Cr) —► 0 as r —> 0+, for every fc E N we can choose rfc > 0 such that

replacing D(A4fc) by D(X4k) n (Rn+1\CrJ = F4k, (4.22) still holds. We will show

that zo is L-regular for

(4.23) D =Cy\ I Q F4fc U {z0} ) =Cy\F.

o

Since D D Ci C L>, this will be enough to conclude that zo is L-regular for D. We

denote by V the equilibrium potential of F and set

(4.24) W = 1-V.

Claim. W(0) = 0.

It is clear that by Proposition 4.1 the claim implies the L-regularity of zo- For

any e > 0 and any fc 6 N we choose a compact set F|fc such that

(4.25) Hk 3 F4fc, F^ C F&    H0<e<e', f| ( U F4fc U {z0} ) = F.
£>0  V fc /

Moreover, we request that

(4.26) Feik c{zE Rn+1|(47rAfc+2)-"/2 > r(z0;z) > ^TrA4*"1)""/2}

and that F£ = (jk F|fc U {zo} be compact. Let now V£ and p£ be respectively the

equilibrium potential and the equilibrium measure of Fe. From now on, to simplify

the notation we drop the subscript fc. We assume that fc € N has been fixed

throughout the discussion and we simply write V* and v* to denote respectively

the equilibrium potential and measure of F4k with respect to the operator L* in

(4.11). By Lemma 4.1 we can find two sequences {Vj)je.ti, Vj E P C\C2, and

(V3*)j€N< vj EP* (IC2 (P* is defined as in (4.6) replacing L with its adjoint L*),

such that

(4.27) 0<V/TV,        0<V/|V*;

for every 8  > 0 3p E N: VE(z) = Ve(z) for j > p, for every

(4.28) z E Rn+1 such that d(z;Fe) > 8; moreover, V*(z) = V*(z) for

j > p and every z E Rn+1 such that d(z; F4fc) > 8.

In particular, we have

(4.29) L*V* = -v*,

where v* E C(R™+1), v* > 0 and suppi/* = compact. By (4.27) we infer that for
o

every Borel subset A C Rn+1, such that A D F4k

(4.30) v*(A)^v*(A),    asi-oo,

o

where obviously v*(A) = JAv*(z)dz. Moreover, as Vs = 1 on F\k, it is not

restrictive to suppose that

(4.31) Ve(z) = 1    for every z E suppz/*.
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At this point we fix a > 0 as in the discussion following (2.7). We then choose a

A e (0,1) such that A < |ct, and set r = AA4*-2. With this choice A4*-1 < ar,

therefore (see §2) we have

(4.32) Q(2r) D fiar D fiA4*-i D F%k.

In Q(2r) we set Wj = 1 - Vf and write

(4.33) Wj = pej - s£,

where p£ solves the problem

,4.34) JLP'=0    'mQt2']-

{pej\dQ(2r)\{z0}=Wj,

and s£- = pe-—Wj (we remark that for r sufficiently small every point of 3Q(2r)\{zo}

is L-regular for Q(2r); this has been proved in [GL]).

Following the argument in [EG] we have

(4.35)

(  inf   p£)   v*(nZ(rr/4) < [        (p])2(z)v*(z)dz    (by (4.32))
\n3ar/4 V Jn3„r/i

<[      (p£)2(z)v*(z)dz    (by (4.33) and (4.31))
jQ(2r)

= [       (s£)2(z)v*(z)dz = - I       (s£)2(z)L*V*(z)dz    (by (4.29))
jQ(2r) JQ(2r)

= -[       L((s£)2)(z)V*(z)dz    (recall s£ = 0 on dQ(2r)\{z0})
jQ(2r)

= -2 f       s£(z)Ls£(z)V;(z)dz - 2 [       A(z)Vxs£(z) ■ Vxs£(z)V*(z)dz
jQ(2r) JQ(2r)

<-2J       s£(z)Ls£(z)V;(z)dz

= 2 (       s£(z)LW£(z)V*(z)dz    (by (4.33) and (4.34))
JQ(2r)

(since LWj = -LV£ > 0, 0 < s£ = p£-W£ < p£ < 1, and 0 < Vf < 1)

<2 [    LW£(z)dz.
•/n2r

Now by Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.2 we obtain from (4.35)

(4.36)    (j p£(x, -nr)dx\   ^(fisar/^""/2 < Cn,a\Wjja2r(zo) - Wjt2ar(zo)\,

where a > 1 has to be chosen. Now we take a = A-1 so that 2ar = A4fc_3,

2a2r = A4fe~4, hence

(4-37)    Wj>2air(z0) - Wl2ar(zo) = Wj^k-*(z0) - W£^k-3(zo)

4

< ^2(Wj^k-i(zo) - Wj^-i+dzo))    (by Corollary 1.2)

j=i
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Now by (4.27) and (4.30) we have as j —► oo

(4.38)
Wjt(, - W£ for p > 0,    v*(n3(Tr/4) - i>*(nW4) = capL.(F4k)    (see (4.4)),

since F4fc C f^r^ (we observe that A4fc < 3<rr/4). Moreover, since Fn {(x,t) E

Q(2r)[t < -nr} = 0, we have s£(x, t) = 0, for j large enough, if (x,t) E Q2r and

t < —nr. By (4.38), taking into account (4.37), and letting j —* oo we obtain

(4.39) (/ W£(x,-r,r)dx)   cap L.(F4k)r-n'2
\J\x\'<RH-nr) J

4

< Cn,X X)[^A«--(^) - W£<k-, + 1(z0)[.

i=l

Now as e | 0 W£ T W, where 0 < W < 1 and W = 1 —V in an open neighborhood

of the set {(x, -nr)| |x|2 < Rl(-nr)}. The proof of this fact follows exactly as in

the proof of (5.6) in [EG]. Therefore, letting e —> 0+ in (4.39) we finally obtain

(4.40) (/ W(x,-r,r)dx\   capL.(F4fc)r-"/2
\J\x\2<Rr(-r,r) J

4

- cn,\^2[W\"-<{Zo) -WX4k-i+l(Zo)].

i=l

Recalling now that r = (l/2)XAk~2, and setting

Pk= / W(x,-l/2r,X4k-2)dx,
J\x\2<Rir{-l/2riXik-2)

by (4.10), (4.40) and the fact that Ek=i Ei=i[^A"*--(^o) - WX4k-,+l(z0)[) is a

telescopic series, we conclude that

oo

(4.41) £/?2capL(F4fc)(A4fc)-"/2<+oo.

fc=i

By (4.22) we must have

(4.42) lim fa = 0.
fc—.oo

With (4.42) in hand the rest of the proof of the claim (W(0) = 0) follows exactly

as in the case of the heat equation. We leave out the details referring the reader to

[EG].
Our next task is to prove Theorem 1.2. We do this by first presenting the

PROOF OF  THEOREM  1.8.   We prove that if z0 = (x0,t0) = (0,0) E dD is

not M-regular, then it is not L-regular. In the sequel since we want to distinguish

between the two operators L and M, we will explicitly indicate dependence on

one or the other.  Since by Lemma 4.2 z0 is L-irregular for D iff it is L-irregular
o

for D = D U {z €Cr|rt(z0;z) < (4ttc)""/2}, we may assume that CT\D C {z E

Rn+1|rL(z0;z) > (4ttc)-"/2}. Hence by (1.44) we have

(4-43) rL(z0;z)<5rM(z0;z)    for z E Cr\D.
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If zo is AL-irregular, then by Theorem 1.1

oo

(4.44) Yl X~kn/2 capM(Dm(Xk)) < +oo,
fc=i

for some A E (0,1). (4.44) implies that for every e > 0 there exists p E N such that

oo

(4.45) £A-fc"/2capM(L>M(Afc))<£.

k=P

Now, as in the proof of the necessity in Theorem 1.1 we take c = Xp and we assume

that p is such that Ap < r. We have
oo

(4.46) CT\D™C C |J L>M(Afc),

k=p

and therefore as in (4.21) we obtain

oo

(4-47) Vcr\D*(*o) < E ^«(A*)(*b)-
k=p

Now, if pfc is the L-measure of equilibrium of DM(Xk) we have by (4.43)

(4.48) v£M{xk)(z0)= [      rL(z0;c)dpfc(c)<s/      TM(zo;c)dpk(c)

< C'A-fcn/2pfc(Rn+1) = C'A-fcn/2capL(L>M(A'c))

< C"X~kn'2 capM(DM(Xk))    (by (4.9)),

where C" is a constant that does not depend on e. (4.47), (4.48) and (4.45) can be

summarized saying that for every e > 0

(4.49) v£AD„c(z0)<C"e.

On the other hand (1.44) implies that

(4-50) Cr\D^B.2/nc C Cr\D™,

where B is as in (1.44). If we take C"e < 1 in (4.49), (4.50) gives

(4-51) V£VD, (z0) < 1.
rN     r,B-Vnc

Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.1 allow us to conclude that zo is L-irregular.

We are now in a position to give the

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. As before, we suppose that z0 E dD is the origin.

Moreover, as this is not restrictive, we can suppose that

(4.52) aij(zo) = bij(z0) = 6ij,        i,j = l,...,n.

The precise estimates of the fundamental solutions T^, and Tm (see Theorem 1.3)

allow us to

Claim. There exists a constant B > 0 such that for an r sufficiently small,

(4.53) rL(z0;z) <BTM(z0;z)

for every z for which Tl(z0;z) > (4Trr)~n/2.
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Let us assume for a moment that the claim is true. By Theorem 1.8 we conclude

that if Zo is L-regular, then zq is M-regular. Reversing the roles of L and M in the

claim would complete the proof.

The proof of the claim is based on (1.18). As for the first equation in (2.15) for

fc E N large (fc > n/2 will suffice) we can write

(4.54) rL(z0; z) = GL(z0; z)n^(z) + w£(z),

for zeCt (see (2.10)) and r sufficiently small. In (4.54)

CL(z0,z) = (-4^)-"/2exp(rfi(0^-t))

(remember, t < 0 now!), n^ is defined as in (2.18), and w%(z) = o(l) as z —► zo-

As analogous expansion holds for Tm(zo\z). On the other hand, taking (4.52) into

account, denoting by expf the exponential map with pole xq — 0 E Rn in the

L-metric gt](t) = a%:>(t), we can write

(4.55) d2L(x,0,-t) = Kexpfr't*)!2 = [(exp^)~1(x)+0(tx)\ = [x[2(l + <pL(x,t)),

where <pl(x, t) = 0(|x| + |£|) for (x, t) -+ z0.

Analogously, we have

(4-56) d2M(x,0, -t) = |x|2(l + <pM(x, t)),

where <pM(x,t) = 0(\x\ + \t\) as (x,t) —► zo-

The claim now follows directly by (4.55), (4.56), (4.54) and its analog for Tm,

and the fact that on the set where Tl(zo;z) is large, namely where r^,(zo;z) >

(47rr)~"/2 we have

|x|2 = 0(|*| In |*|)    as*^0.
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